
SHARK TANK BUSINESS PLANS

And I watch Shark Tank, the TV show in which a select group of seasoned investors (the sharks) pick and choose
investments from business pitches. And the TV.

Prep Beyond the Pitch In one episode, a pair of doctors pitched a social network for physicians called
Rolodoc. They want to know your plan is bullet proof. The contestants of the show try to convince any one of
the sharks to invest money in their idea. Students can spend the "money" they earn for good behavior to
purchase some of these items. I have provided a template that you can use for this project. Let me know in the
comments below. Students come up with a project or service idea they can actually put into place. In a recent
episode the sharks rejected a doorbell connected to smartphones because they thought it would have been too
easy to duplicate. Failures become less scary the more you experience it. Using his journalism training, Nick
writes for publications such as Entrepreneur, TechCrunch, and Yahoo. This packet provides your students with
everything they will need from start to finish for this project. It helps to consult experts like accountants and
other business owners when attempting to run your numbers. By predicting how investors and customers are
going to react to your product or service, you can fix potential issues before you go to market or make your
pitch. What do you predict yourself achieving? Crowdsourcing is another potential solution. The growing ease
of information availability exposes people to stories of entrepreneurial success. Open your mind to all the
possibilities, good or bad. According to one Observer article , of the 40, applications the show received in ,
only entrepreneurs were able to pitch in front of the sharks. Valuation Watch how the sharks deal with
valuation. Mastering your pitch is integral to securing funding. And the TV show has a lot in common with the
normal flow of angel investment. However, this dream comes with a big cost. Remember that you cannot vote
for yourself You will be graded on the following: Part I. Showcase your personality as much as you can to see
how compatible you are with the investors. That amount of relinquished equity is enough to scare off many
entrepreneurs. In the end, only 1 company will get an A!!!!. Small Business Tips From the Sharks 1. Why is
your product important to you? Even better if you can provide charts and graphs so that you can make it easy
for investors to visualize your financial plan. Angel investors, on the other hand, frequently use some more
flexible options. The difference usually boils down to growth potential. On the show, the sharks frequently
object to unrealistically high valuations; sometimes they make their own offers based on much lower
valuations. When creating their business plan, the students should consider the talents of all of their team
members. No investor cares how amazing your product is if no market is willing to purchase it. Some service
businessesâ€”web services are a great exampleâ€”are also scalable, even though they sell services. Your first
task is decide on a product or service.


